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Abstract:
In this paper, sensor selection algorithms are investigated based on a sensitivity
analysis, and the capability of optimal sensors in predicting PEM fuel cell
performance is also studied using test data. The fuel cell model is developed for
generating the sensitivity matrix relating sensor measurements and fuel cell health
parameters. From the sensitivity matrix, two sensor selection approaches, including
the largest gap method, and exhaustive brute force searching technique, are applied
to find the optimal sensors providing reliable predictions. Based on the results, a
sensor selection approach considering both sensor sensitivity and noise resistance
is proposed to find the optimal sensor set with minimum size. Furthermore, the
performance of the optimal sensor set is studied to predict fuel cell performance
using test data from a PEM fuel cell system. Results demonstrate that with optimal
sensors, the performance of PEM fuel cell can be predicted with good quality.
Key words: Sensor selection approaches, PEM fuel cell, sensitivity analysis,
performance prediction, adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system
1. Introduction

In the last few decades, with the fast application of fuel cells in many areas, including
stationary power, automotive, and consumer electronics, the reliability and durability
of fuel cells during their operation have attracted more attention, leading to several
studies in the field of diagnostics and prognostics of fuel cells.
From previous research, a series of studies have been devoted for fuel cell fault
diagnostics to detect and isolate fuel cell faults, including model-based approaches
and those with a data-driven framework. With model-based approaches, a numerical
model is developed, which should express the fuel cell system performance with
consideration of the failure mechanisms, and residuals between model outputs and
actual measurements can be used to identify and isolate the fuel cell faults [1-10].
For data-driven techniques, signal processing techniques are applied to the sensor
measurements to extract features expressing fuel cell performance, and by
classifying these features, different fuel cell failure modes can be determined, such
as fuel cell flooding, drying out, carbon corrosion, etc. [11-21].
Compared to fuel cell fault diagnosis, only limited research has been performed in
fuel cell prognostics to predict the fuel cell performance and its remaining useful life
(RUL). Several studies [22-24] proposed an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system
(ANFIS) to predict the fuel cell system performance, which combined the advantages
of a neural network and fuzzy logic system. With the developed ANFIS, fuel cell
outputs, such as voltage and efficiency, could be predicted. Moreover, particle
filtering approach has also been applied to update the state of the fuel cell system
[25], and with predicted fuel cell voltage and threshold values, the remaining useful
life (RUL) could be decided.

It can be noticed that the training process is required in most studies to predict the
fuel cell performance, thus the prediction performance relies largely on the quality of
sensor measurements. As a set of sensors is usually installed in the practical fuel
cell system, including sensors at the fuel cell anode and cathode sides for collecting
different information such as temperature, flow rate, pressure, humidity, etc., and
these sensors may have different sensitivities to the fuel cell performance variation, it
is not necessary to involve all these sensors in the analysis, which may increase the
computation time, fuel cell system complexity and cost. Moreover, the existence of
environment/measurement noise may also mask the contributions of sensors,
especially those with low sensitivity. On this basis, a sensor selection algorithm
should be applied to find the optimal sensors, which can provide reliable predictions
with minimum computation time.
According to previous research, several studies have investigated selection of the
optimal sensor set for health management of various systems, and the algorithms for
sensor selection include generation of an objective function with performance
requirements [26-28], and evaluation of sensor performance using sensitivity-related
analysis [29]. However, although several studies have been carried out to investigate
the sensitivity of PEM fuel cell parameters [30-34], including stack temperature,
pressure, relative humidity, etc. on the PEM fuel cell performance, few studies have
been devoted to the sensor selection technology for fuel cell health management
which requires further investigation with the wide application of fuel cells in practical
applications.
This paper presents the approaches for selecting optimal sensors based on the
sensitivity analysis, and the capability of optimal sensors in predicting PEM fuel cell
performance is also studied. Section 2 determines the fuel cell health parameters

which are critical to the PEM fuel cell performance. In section 3, the fuel cell model is
developed and its performance is validated using test data. Based on the developed
fuel cell model, the sensitivity matrix is generated to relate sensor measurements
and fuel cell health parameters, which is described in section 4. Section 5 presents
three sensor selection approaches, including the largest gap method, exhaustive
brute force searching method, and the proposed approach considering both sensor
sensitivity and noise resistance, the selection results from these techniques are also
compared in this section. In section 6, the performance of optimal sensors in
predicting PEM fuel cell performance is studied using test data from a PEM fuel cell
system. From the findings, conclusions will be given in section 7.
2. Determination of fuel cell health parameters
Before evaluating sensor sensitivities to fuel cell performance variation, the health
parameters should be selected, which can represent different fuel cell failure modes.
Theoretically, the number of health parameters should be minimized to reduce the
computation cost. Based on previous studies [35-37], some typical failure modes of
the fuel cell and corresponding health parameters can be determined, which are
listed in Table 1.
Table 1 Typical fuel cell failure modes and corresponding health parameter
Component

Membrane

Failure mode

Corresponding health
parameter

Dehydration/drying

Membrane resistance

Pinhole/crack

Internal current

Pt growth/dissolution

Electrochemical surface area
(ECSA)

Carbon corrosion

ECSA
Carbon dioxide

Catalyst layer (CL)

Gas diffusion layer (GDL)

Air/fuel impurities

ECSA

Deformation of catalyst structure

ECSA

Porosity loss

Water amount inside fuel cell

Flooding

Water amount inside fuel cell

Loss of porosity and gas permeability

Water amount inside fuel cell

Corrosion (affect
membrane/CL/GDL)

Membrane resistance
ECSA
Contact resistance

Bipolar plates (BP)

Mechanical defects

Reactant leakage

From Table 1, it can be seen that some health parameters can express more than
one failure mode, such as ECSA, the amount of water inside the fuel cell, etc., which
indicates that extra information is required to isolate the degraded components when
performing fault diagnostics with these health parameters.
Moreover, as performing sensitivity analysis using experimental studies is timeconsuming and costly, a numerical fuel cell model is developed in this study to
determine the relationship between health parameters and sensor measurements.
From previous studies [38], as membrane and electrodes are the most critical
components in PEM fuel cells, the health parameters related to these components
are selected in the analysis, including membrane resistance, internal current, and
ECSA. Moreover, since fuel cell flooding can cause the most rapid performance
degradation [39], the amount of water inside the fuel cell is also included in this study.
Therefore, the health parameters selected in sensitivity analysis include membrane
resistance, internal current, ECSA, and the amount of water inside the fuel cell.

3. Development of fuel cell model and its performance validation
In this paper, a numerical fuel cell model is developed to perform the sensitivity
analysis. In the model, the anode and cathode are modelled separately as lumped
volumes, the mass of each gas is calculated from the 1st order differential mass
balances in Eqs. (1)-(5), fuel cell temperature is calculated using a single thermal
capacitance model shown in Eq. (6), and fuel cell voltage can be calculated with Eq.
(7) using results from Eqs.(1)-(6). More details can be found in [40-42]. The block
diagram of the fuel cell model is depicted in Figure 1.
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= 𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 + 𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂,𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
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𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝑊𝑊𝑁𝑁2 ,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑊𝑊𝑁𝑁2 ,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

= 𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂2,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂2 ,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝑊𝑊𝑂𝑂2,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

= 𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂,𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝑊𝑊𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂,𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

where 𝑚𝑚 is the mass of gas species, 𝑊𝑊 is the mass flow rate, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 shows the inlet

species, 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 shows the outlet species, 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is the electrochemical reaction energy,
and 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 is the transport loss.
Energy balance

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 𝑄𝑄𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑄𝑄𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝑄𝑄𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

(6)

where 𝑇𝑇 is the fuel cell stack temperature, 𝑇𝑇 0 is ambient temperature (293K in the

model), the 𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠 is the mass of fuel cell stack, 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is the specific heat, 𝑄𝑄𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 =

�
∆ℎ�
𝐻𝐻2 . 𝑚𝑚𝐻𝐻2̇ 𝚤𝚤𝚤𝚤 is the heat released during the reaction (= ∆ℎ𝐻𝐻2 is the entropy change of

hydrogen, 𝑚𝑚𝐻𝐻2̇ 𝚤𝚤𝚤𝚤 is the inlet hydrogen mass flow rate), 𝑄𝑄𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝐼𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 is the
electrical power generated by the fuel cell stack, 𝑄𝑄𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑄𝑄𝐻𝐻2 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑄𝑄𝑁𝑁2 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑄𝑄𝑂𝑂2 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 +

𝑄𝑄𝐻𝐻2 𝑜𝑜 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑄𝑄𝐻𝐻2 𝑜𝑜 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝑄𝑄𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝑄𝑄𝑁𝑁2 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 + 𝑄𝑄𝑂𝑂2 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 + 𝑄𝑄𝐻𝐻2 𝑜𝑜 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 are the heat
flows into and out of the fuel cell stack, 𝑄𝑄𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 (𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 − 𝑇𝑇 0 ) is a term to

represent the small amount of energy lost from the fuel cell stack surface (ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

stack convective heat transfer coefficient, 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 is the stack area), 𝐻𝐻𝑣𝑣 is the enthalpy

of water vapour.

With results from the above equations, the fuel cell voltage can be calculated as
follows.

where

𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛 − 𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 − 𝑉𝑉𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 − 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 − 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑚𝑚

is
𝑖𝑖

the

single

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

cell

𝑖𝑖

voltage,

𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛

(7)
is

the

reversible

voltage,

𝑉𝑉𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 = 2𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 ln(𝑖𝑖 ) , 𝑉𝑉𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 = 2𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 ln(𝑖𝑖 𝑛𝑛 ) , 𝑉𝑉𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = 𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 . 𝑒𝑒 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 .𝑖𝑖 , 𝑉𝑉𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑚𝑚 = 𝑖𝑖. 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 are
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

the activation loss, fuel crossover loss, mass transport loss, and Ohmic loss,
respectively ( 𝑅𝑅 is universal gas constant, 𝛼𝛼 is charge transfer coefficient, 𝐹𝐹 is
Faraday constant, 𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 is exchange current density at cathode, 𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 is the interal current
density, 𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 and 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 are the mass transport loss voltage coefficients, 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

is the membrane resistance), which can be calculated using results from Eqs. (1)-(6).
It should be mentioned that several assumptions are used for the model
development. At the anode side, the nitrogen diffusion through the membrane is not
considered in the model; the temperature in the anode and cathode volumes is
assumed as the same as the stack temperature; uniform temperature distribution is
assumed throughout the stack; and products exiting the stack is assumed at the
stack temperature.

Figure 1 Block diagram of developed fuel cell model

With the developed model, the cell voltage can be determined in the ‘stack voltage’
module using Eq. (7) with results from other modules, hydration is calculated in the
‘membrane hydration’ module, the anode and cathode mass balance equations are
calculated in the ‘anode model’ and ‘cathode model’ with Eqs. (1)-(5), and energy
balance is determined in the ‘stack temperature’ module using Eq. (6). It should be
mentioned that the current is fed into the model and is the determining factor in the
calculations. The ‘membrane hydration’ module uses the results of the mass balance
equations to calculate the resistance of the membrane, and feeds back data into the
anode and cathode mass balance modules. The determined resistance values feed
directly into the ‘stack voltage’ module, while the ‘stack temperature’ module takes
outputs from all of the other modules for its calculations.
Before performing the sensitivity analysis, the performance of the developed fuel cell
model is validated using test data from a fuel cell system. In this study, the fuel cell
tested in [41] can be simulated by configuring model parameters listed in Table 2.
With the configured fuel cell model, the polarization curve at different operating
conditions can be obtained and compared with that in the reference paper [41],
which is depicted in Figure 2. It should be noted that the parameter values from
semi-empirical model in [41], including internal and exchange current densities,
mass transport coefficients, etc. are used in the developed fuel cell model to
simulate the tested PEM fuel cell.

Table 2 Input parameters for fuel cell model from [41]
Parameter (unit)

Value

Number of fuel cells

1

Active electrode area of
single cell (cm2 )

25

Hydrogen flow rate (slpm)

0.2

Air flow rate (slpm)

0.2

Hydrogen pressure (bar)

1

Air pressure (bar)

1

1.2

test data at temperature of 323K
test data at temperature of 333K
test data at temperature of 338K
test data at temperature of 343K
model results at temperature of 323K
model results at temperature of 333K
model results at temperature of 338K
model results at temperature of 343K

1.1
1

Fuel cell voltage (V)

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

0

0.1

0.2

0.3
0.4
0.5
Current density (A/cm2)

0.6

0.7

0.8

Figure 2 Comparison of polarization curves from the model and test in [41] at different temperatures

From the results, the measured polarization curves from the tests at different
operating conditions can be simulated with good quality with the developed fuel cell
model, and the difference between numerical and test data is less than 2%, which is

obtained by calculating the difference between the simulated fuel cell voltage and
test voltage at same current densities.
With the validated fuel cell model, the relationship between sensor measurements
and fuel cell health parameters can be determined by generating a sensitivity matrix,
which can also be used to evaluate the sensor resistance to measurement noise.
4. Generation of sensitivity matrix
In this section, the sensitivity matrix relating fuel cell sensor measurements to health
parameters will be determined using the developed fuel cell model. In the analysis, a
certain change (1% increase used herein) is applied to the fuel cell health
parameters in the numerical model, and the variations in fuel cell responses (sensor
outputs) are obtained. It should be noted that sensors used in this paper are
determined with consideration of sensor availability in the practical fuel cell system
and the physical fuel cell model, including cell voltage, inlet and outlet flow at the
anode and cathode, stack temperature, etc., which are listed as sensor outputs in
Table 3. Moreover, in order to determine the sensor sensitivity to each health
parameters, in the analysis, only one health parameter is to be changed in each
case. The results are then transferred to the sensitivity values using Eq. (8), and the
sensitivities of fuel cell sensors to selected parameters are listed in Table 3.
Rj -R

Sij = Pi2-Pij1
2

1

(8)

Where S represents the sensitivity value, R is the sensor reading, P is the selected
fuel cell health parameter, 1 and 2 represent values before and after applying the
certain change, Sij is the jth sensor sensitivity for the ith health parameter.
Table 3 Sensitivities of sensors to health parameters

Health parameter

Membrane

Cell active

Liquid water

resistance

area

inside cell

(Ω/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 )

(𝑚𝑚2 )

(kg)

Cell voltage (V)

0.3208

0.0011

Stack temp (K)

5.5031

0.007

1.01× 10−5

Anode inlet flow (kg/s)

0

0

0

Cathode inlet flow (kg/s)

0.0055

Anode outlet flow (kg/s)

0.0047

7× 10−8

3.2× 10−5

Cathode outlet flow (kg/s)

1.7× 10−5

1.7× 10−5
1.6e-5

1.3× 10−7

Compressor temp (K)

0

0

3.9× 10−4
0

Coolant inlet flow (kg/s)

0

0

0

Inlet water temp (K)

0.0786

0.0013

Outlet water temp (K)

0.0786

2.0× 10−4

2.0× 10−4

Sensor output

0.0172

0

It should be mentioned that the sensor sensitivities to internal current are not listed in
Table 3, as all the sensors will give zero sensitivities to the internal current variation.
The reason proposed is that the internal current value is much smaller compared to
the other health parameters (3.55 × 10−41 𝐴𝐴/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 used in the model), thus its change

doesn’t lead to a clear variation in the sensor outputs. Hence, in this study, the effect
of internal current will not be further considered.
For comparison purposes, the sensitivity values of fuel cell voltage is normalized to a
unit value, and sensitivities of the other sensors to the same health parameter (each
column in Table 3) will be changed accordingly. By doing so, the sensitivity of each
sensor to various health parameters can be compared directly, and the results are
listed in Table 4.
Table 4 Sensitivity of sensors to selected parameters (after cell voltage normalization)

Health parameter

Membrane

Cell active

Liquid water

resistance

area

inside cell

(Ω/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 )

(𝑚𝑚2 )

(kg)

Cell voltage (V)

1

1

1

Stack temp (K)

17.1543

6.3636

Anode inlet flow (kg/s)

0

0

1.7× 103

Cathode inlet flow (kg/s)

0.0171

0.0155

3.2

Anode outlet flow (kg/s)

0.0147

6.4× 10−5

0.0132

Cathode outlet flow (kg/s)

5.4× 10−5

0.0145

38.5

Compressor temp (K)

0

0

0

Coolant inlet flow (kg/s)

0

0

0

Inlet water temp (K)

0.245

1.1818

20

Outlet water temp (K)

0.245

0.1818

0

Sensor output

0

It can be seen that several sensors, including anode inlet mass flow meter,
compressor temperature sensor, and coolant inlet mass flow meter, have zero
sensitivities to all the health parameters, indicating that these sensors could not
make contributions in predicting the fuel cell performance, therefore, they should be
excluded from the optimal sensor set.
From results in Table 4, the sensors can be ranked based on their sensitivity values,
which can express their responses to fuel cell performance due to different failure
modes. The results can be used for selecting the optimal sensors in the following
section.
5. Investigation of sensor selection approaches
In this section, three sensor selection approaches will be applied based on the
generated sensitivity matrix, including the largest gap method, exhaustive brute force

search technique, and the proposed sensor selection algorithm. The details and
results of these selection approaches will be presented in the following parts.
5.1 The largest gap method
The largest gap method has been applied to find the size of optimal sensor set for
several systems in previous studies [43]. In this method, the sensors should be
ranked based on the sensitivity variance values, which can express sensor capability
of discriminating various failure modes. Moreover, the size of optimal sensor set can
be determined by finding the largest value of ratios between two neighbouring
variances
Table 5 lists the sensors and corresponding sensitivity variance (variance of each
row in Table 4), and the ratios of two neighbouring variances are depicted in Figure 3.
It should be noted that sensors with zero sensitivities to all the failure modes are not
included in the analysis.
Table 5 Sensor candidates and corresponding sensitivity variance
Sensor

Sensitivity variance

Stack temperature (s1) (K)

976.3379

Cathode inlet flow (s2) (kg/s)

1.8381

Anode outlet flow (s3) (kg/s)

0.0076

Cathode outlet flow (s4) (kg/s)

22.2196

Water inlet temperature (s5) (K)

11.145

Water outlet temperature (s6) (K)

0.1123

50
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40
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s4/s5
Ratio of two neighbouring sensitivity variance

s6/s3

Figure 3 Distribution of the ratio of two neighbouring sensitivity variance (where si/sj is the variance
ratio between si and sj listed in Table 5)

It can be seen from Figure 3 that although the largest gap exists between sensor 1
and sensor 4, only 1 sensor cannot provide complete information of the fuel cell
system (shown in Figure 6a), thus the second largest gap is used in this study, and
the optimal sensor set contains 4 sensors (s1, s4, s5 and s2 listed in Table 5).
5.2 Exhaustive brute force searching method
In this section, the optimal sensors will be selected by searching all the possible
sensor combinations. It should be mentioned that this approach is very timeexpensive, thus it should not be used in the practical applications, and use of this
approach herein is to validate the proposed sensor selection method presented in
the next section.
In the analysis, the performance of various sensor sets is evaluated with the
adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS), and test data from a PEM fuel cell is
used for the searching process.
5.2.1 Description of fuel cell test data

In the analysis, the PEM fuel cell test data from IEEE 2014 data challenge are used,
which is open source data [44]. Sensor measurements from the fuel cell system
include fuel cell voltage (shown in Figure 4a), current (shown in Figure 4b), anode
and cathode inlet and outlet flow, pressure, and temperature. It should be mentioned
that during the fuel cell operation, constant current is applied, which gives the steady
state of the fuel cell system. Moreover, fuel cell fault is not observed, which means
the degradation of fuel cell performance is due to fuel cell aging.
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Figure 4 Fuel cell voltage and current from IEEE data challenge 2014 [44]

5.2.2 Description of the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system
In this study, an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) is used to evaluate
the performance of the selected sensors, which has already been proved to be
effective in predicting fuel cell performance [22-24]. ANFIS is a multi-layer feed
forward neural network, which combines fuzzy rule to improve its inference ability. A
typical ANFIS is shown in Figure 5, which includes five layers. Layer 1 is the
fuzzification layer which performs fuzzification to the incoming inputs. For example,
two inputs (𝑥𝑥1 ,𝑥𝑥2 ) and 4 membership functions (𝑃𝑃11 , 𝑃𝑃21 , 𝑃𝑃12, 𝑃𝑃22 ) are applied in Figure

5, formulating 16 rules (24 ) (if-then rule), and the output from layer 1 can be written
as in Eq. (9),

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖1 = 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗 �𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖1 � =
𝑖𝑖

1

(9)

2𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖
𝑥𝑥1 −𝑐𝑐
1+� 𝑖𝑖 𝑖𝑖 �
𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖

Where 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗 is the fuzzy rule associated with 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ℎ input and 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗ℎ fuzzy rule, 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖1 is the 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖ℎ
𝑖𝑖

output at layer 1, 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 , 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 and 𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖 are the parameters in the membership function, which
will be adjusted during the training phase.

In layer 2, the firing strength of the fuzzy rule will be generated, with output
𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖2 from layer 2, which is described in Eq. (10)

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖2 = 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖 = ∏𝑖𝑖 𝜇𝜇𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗 �𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖1 �

(10)

𝑖𝑖

Layer 3 is usually defined as the normalization layer, the neurons at this layer
receive inputs from all neurons at layer 2 and calculate the normalized firing strength,
which can be expressed as 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖3 in Eq. (11)

𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖3 = ���
𝜔𝜔𝚤𝚤 = ∑𝑖𝑖

(11)

1 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖

where 𝜔𝜔𝑖𝑖 is the firing strength of the rule.

Layer 4 is called the defuzzification layer, each neuron at this layer receives outputs
from layer 3 as well as the original inputs of the system (𝑥𝑥1 ,𝑥𝑥2 ) for the calculation,
with output 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖4 calculated by Eq. (12)

𝑗𝑗

𝑗𝑗

𝑗𝑗

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖4 = ���𝑓𝑓
𝜔𝜔𝚤𝚤 𝑖𝑖 = ���(𝑐𝑐
𝜔𝜔𝚤𝚤 1 𝑥𝑥1 + 𝑐𝑐2 𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑐𝑐3 )

(12)

Where 𝑐𝑐1𝑗𝑗 , 𝑐𝑐2𝑗𝑗 and 𝑐𝑐3𝑗𝑗 are consequent parameters of the 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗ℎ fuzzy rule, which will be
updated during the training process.

With outputs from layer 4, the system output can be calculated with Eq. (13)
𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖5 = ∑𝑖𝑖 𝜔𝜔
���𝑓𝑓
𝚤𝚤 𝑖𝑖

(13)

Figure 5 A typical ANFIS

In the analysis, the inputs of the ANFIS are the measurements from selected
sensors, and the output is the fuel cell voltage. The first 2/3rd of the data samples
are used to train the ANFIS system, while the last 1/3rd of the data samples are used
to validate the performance of selected sensors.
5.2.3 Determination of optimal sensor set
In the analysis, the sensor used in the fuel cell system can be selected from all
possible sensors used in the test (with total number of 16, which is listed in Table 6).
Based on the above sensor selection results, four sensors are selected for predicting
the fuel cell performance. The objective function is defined with the difference

between actual fuel cell voltage and corresponding prediction, which can be
expressed as:
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = ∑𝑖𝑖 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 − 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 )

(14)

Where 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 is the actual fuel cell voltage, and 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 is the corresponding prediction.

The optimal sensor set can be determined by minimizing Eq. (14) with the smallest
size of sensor set.
Table 6 Available sensors from the fuel cell system
Sensor

Symbol

Sensor

Symbol

Anode inlet
temperature

Tin,an

Anode outlet pressure

Pout,an

Anode outlet
temperature

Tout,an

Cathode inlet pressure

Pin,ca

Cathode inlet
temperature

Tin,ca

Cathode outlet
pressure

Pout,ca

Cathode outlet
temperature

Tout,ca

Anode inlet flow

Win,an

Water inlet temperature

Tin,water

Anode outlet flow

Wout,an

Water outlet
temperature

Tout,water

Cathode inlet flow

Win,ca

Anode inlet pressure

Pin,an

Cathode outlet flow

Wout,ca

Water inlet flow

Win,water

Cathode relative
humidity

RH,ca

Table 7 lists the optimal sensor sets with minimized objective function, it should be
noted that several sensor sets have similar objective function values, indicating
these sensor sets can provide similar prediction performance.
Table 7 Selected sensors from exhaustive searching technique
Sensor set

Objective function value

Tout,an, Win,ca, Wout,ca

0.0132

Tin,ca, Win,ca, Wout,ca

0.0135

Tout,ca, Win,ca, Wout,ca

0.0135

Tin,an, Win,ca, Wout,ca

0.0136

It can be seen from Table 7 that sensor set with only three sensors can give reliable
prediction of fuel cell voltage. When compared to the results in section 5.1, water
inlet temperature is not included in the optimal sensor set, although it has higher
sensitivity than the cathode inlet flow, this indicates that the sensitivity alone is not
enough for determination of optimal sensor set. Moreover, several temperatures can
be included in the optimal sensor set (inlet/outlet temperatures at anode/cathode in
Table 7) to replace the stack temperature, which cannot be measured directly in
practical fuel cell system.
5.3 The proposed sensor selection approach
From above results, it can be seen that with only the sensitivity analysis, the optimal
sensor set with minimum size cannot be obtained. On the other hand, the timeexpensive exhaustive brute force searching method is not suitable in practical fuel
cell system with many sensor candidates.
On this basis, the environment/measurement noise resistance of sensor is also used
in the sensor selection process, and the optimal sensors will be determined based
on the sensor sensitivity and noise resistance.
In this study, the noise resistance of sensors is evaluated based on the generated
sensitivity matrix shown in Table 4, which can be express with Eq. (15).
{𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿} = 𝑆𝑆{𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿}

(15)

Where S is the sensitivity matrix, {𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿} is the variation in sensor measurements, and
{𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿} is the perturbations in health parameters.

With inversion of the sensitivity matrix S, the health parameter perturbation can be
related through a gain matrix G to the sensor output variation by:
{𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿} = (𝑆𝑆 𝑇𝑇 𝑆𝑆)−1 𝑆𝑆 𝑇𝑇 {𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿}=G{𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿}

(16)

The evaluation of noise resistance of these sensors can be performed using Eq. (16).
A set of (say n sets) response errors are generated randomly to express the
measurement noise, which is a set of ±2% of the sensor measurements. With the
subset of gain matrix G (formed using selected sensors), the corresponding health
parameter errors (n sets) can be calculated using Eq. (16). From the health
parameter errors, a statistical analysis is performed. For example, the error for a
particular parameter 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 is denoted as {𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 }, which consists of n scalar components,

the mean value 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 and standard deviation 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 are calculated from {𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝑖𝑖 }. Theoretically
speaking, 𝜇𝜇𝑖𝑖 should be close to zero, thus the parameter error can be expressed
using𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 . The index SD can be defined by including 𝜎𝜎𝑖𝑖 from errors of all the health

parameters

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = [𝜎𝜎1 𝜎𝜎2 … 𝜎𝜎𝑝𝑝 ]

(17)

Where p represents the number of health parameters, and the overall error can be
used to express the noise resistance of the selected sensor set (NR),
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = 𝜇𝜇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 + 𝜎𝜎𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 /𝜇𝜇𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

(18)

Based on above results, the procedure of proposed sensor selection method can be
proposed. With analysis results of fuel cell failure modes and their effects, the health
parameters critical to the fuel cell performance can be determined. The sensitivity

matrix between fuel cell health parameters and sensor measurements is then
generated, with either the fuel cell model or test data. For sensor sets with different
size, one sensor set is selected from each size using Eq.(18), which should have the
best noise resistance capability. ANFIS is then used to evaluate the performance of
these sensor sets, and the optimal sensor set can be determined based on the
criteria that the fuel cell performance can be predicted with good quality using the
minimum number of sensors.
Using Eq. (18), the noise resistance of various sensor sets can be evaluated, and
the sensor set having the best noise resistance capability from each size can be
determined, which are listed in Table 8. It should be mentioned that the cathode
outlet temperature is used herein to replace the stack temperature in the table, which
has been validated in section 5.2.
Table 8 Sensors with the best noise resistance capability from different sizes
Size of sensor set

Sensor set with the best noise resistance capability

1

Stack temperature

2

Stack temperature, cathode outlet flow

3

Stack temperature, cathode outlet flow, cathode inlet flow

4

Stack temperature, cathode outlet flow, cathode inlet flow, water inlet
temperature

5

Stack temperature, cathode outlet flow, cathode inlet flow, water inlet
temperature, water outlet temperature

6

Stack temperature, cathode outlet flow, cathode inlet flow, water inlet
temperature, water outlet temperature, anode outlet flow

The performance of sensors set in Table 8 is evaluated using ANFIS, with similar
procedure described in section 5.2, the fuel cell performance can be predicted with
different sensor sets and the results are shown in Figure 6. Moreover, the mean
prediction error and computation time for each sensor set is depicted in Figure 7.
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Figure 6 Fuel cell prediction performance of various sensor sets (the vertical blue dashed line
separates the training and validation stages)
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Figure 7 Mean prediction error and computation cost of different sensor sets

From the results in Figure 7 it can be seen that with increase of sensors, the
prediction accuracy can be improved, when more than three sensors is used, the
clearly prediction improvement cannot be observed, but the computation time is
increased significantly. Therefore, from the proposed approach, the optimal sensor
set with three sensors should be selected to predict the fuel cell performance.
However, it can be seen that from prediction results in Figure 6, two points cannot be
predicted (around 800h and 900h), even with increased number of sensors in the
analysis. The reason is that at these points, sudden voltage drop is observed, which
is due to disconnection of the load current, thus these points do not represent the
aging process of the fuel cell system, and cannot be learned and predicted using
ANFIS.
It should be noted that the proposed sensor selection algorithm only considers the
prediction performance of sensors, while in practical fuel cell system, some other
properties, including sensor reliability, sensor cost, and sensor transfer function,
should also be included for the selection of sensors in the system, this can be

performed by generating an objective function with these factors defined as
constraints in the future work.
6. Capability of optimal sensors in predicting PEM fuel cell performance
In this section, the capability of optimal sensors in predicting fuel cell performance is
studied using the test data from a PEM fuel cell system, more details about the test
set-up and fuel cell test parameters can be found in [44]. In this study, two constant
current loading conditions are selected for the analysis, which are depicted in Figure
8(a) and (b), where constant current of 0.7𝐴𝐴/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 is used in Figure 8(a), and a
constant current of 0.7𝐴𝐴/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 with high frequency (5kHz) current ripples (±10% of
the constant value) is used in Figure 8(b) [44].
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Figure 8 Prediction results with selected sensors at different loading conditions (the vertical
blue dashed line separates the training and validation stages)

Similar to the analysis in section 5.2, the ANFIS is used to predict the evolution of
the fuel cell voltage using the optimal sensors. In the analysis, the same

training/validation data sample ratio is used to train the ANFIS and predict fuel cell
voltage, where the results are depicted in Figure 8(c) and (d).
It can be observed that with optimal sensors, the trained ANFIS system can predict
the fuel cell stack voltage with good quality at two different loading conditions, this
can be seen from the mean prediction errors listed in Table 9. However, it should be
noted that the maximum prediction error cannot be used to evaluate the performance
of optimal sensors, since some valleys in fuel cell voltage curve cannot be learned
and predicted correctly (voltages at about 800h and 900 for the 1st loading condition,
and voltages at about 100h and 130h for the 2nd loading condition), as they do not
represent the actual fuel cell system aging process.
Table 9 Mean prediction errors using optimal sensors at different loading currents
Loading condition

Mean prediction error (V)

1

0.0089

2

0.0103

7. Conclusion
This paper investigates the sensor selection approaches for PEM fuel cell
performance prediction, based on the sensitivity analysis. The optimal sensors can
provide the reliable PEM fuel cell prediction performance with the minimum
computation cost.
In the analysis, a numerical model of the fuel cell is developed and its performance is
validated with test data. With the developed model, sensitivity matrix relating sensor
measurements and fuel cell health parameters can be generated. Based on the

sensitivity matrix, two approaches are applied to determine the optimal sensor set,
including the largest gap method, and exhaustive brute force search method. From
the results, a sensor selection approach is proposed to determine the optimal
sensors, which considers both sensor sensitivity and noise resistance. Moreover, the
prediction performance of optimal sensors is validated using test data from a PEM
fuel cell system at different loading conditions. Results demonstrate that with optimal
sensors, reliable fuel cell performance can be predicted with more effective
computation cost. In the future work, the prediction performance of optimal sensors
in dynamic loading condition will be investigated, which may consider the current
variation effect in the selection process.
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Appendix: List of symbols in PEM fuel cell model
Nomenclature
𝛼𝛼

𝐴𝐴

𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

Charge transfer coefficient
Area (𝑚𝑚2 )
Specific heat capacity (J/kg.K)

𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛

Reversible cell voltage (V)

ℎ

Convective heat transfer coefficient (𝑊𝑊/𝑚𝑚2 . 𝐾𝐾)

𝐹𝐹

Faraday constant (C/mol)

I

Stack current (A)

𝑖𝑖

Current density (𝐴𝐴/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 )

𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

Exchange current density at cathode (𝐴𝐴/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 )

𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛

Internal current density (𝐴𝐴/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 )

𝑚𝑚

Mass (kg)

𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

Mass transport loss coefficient

𝑄𝑄

Heat energy (W)

𝑚𝑚̇

Mass flow rate (kg/s)

𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

Mass transport loss coefficient

𝑅𝑅

Universal gas constant (J/mol.K)

𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

Membrane resistance (Ω/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2 )

𝑇𝑇 0

Ambient temperature (K)

𝑇𝑇

Temperature (K)

V

Voltage (V)

𝑊𝑊

Mass flow rate (kg/s)

Subscript
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎

From activation

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹

From fuel crossover

𝐻𝐻2 𝑂𝑂

Water

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

Electricity

𝐻𝐻2

Hydrogen

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

Entering flow channels

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

Loss to surroundings

𝑂𝑂2

Oxygen

𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

Existing flow channels

𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

Fuel cell stack

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙

𝑁𝑁2

Liquid

Nitrogen

𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑚𝑚

From Ohmic

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

From reaction

𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣

From transform
Vapour

